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Quick Guide

Robinson R22 Beta/Beta II

A great new tool for students, instructors and professional pilot.
Weight and balance calculations have never been easier and faster. 
 
With the Gyronimo Performance Pad you can calculate weight and balance, performance and navigation 
data in just a few seconds. It is designed specically for the Robinson R22 Beta and Beta II, and contains all 
necessary ight and performance data.
  
The weight and balance calculations can also be used for the Robinson R22 Standard, HP and Alpha.
 
This version of the Performance Pad is enhanced for students and ight instructors and contains many 
explanations and sample procedures.
 
Quickly change all important values using sliders! Compare Beta and Beta II OGE and IGE performance! 

CalculateCalculate and compare Manifold Pressure and Never Exceed Speed Limits. This enables students and ight 
instructors to experiment with the values and create "what if" scenarios in no time.

The Ultimate Flight Computer for the Robinson R22 Beta and Beta II

The Gyronimo Performance Pad.
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Set person and baggage values in seconds using the convenient sliders. Select doors on/off and left controls 
in/out with switch-buttons.
 
Check the CG within it's limits immediately and on the same page!

Both lateral and longitudinal CG will be calculated and all arm and moment values can be displayed.
 
A complete fuel calculation with warnings.

BasedBased on fuel ow and fuel available the ight time and fuel reserve are computed. Control all values via sliders 
and receive a warning if the fuel reserve is less than 20 minutes.

Sign the load manifest and send it as .pdf to your email address!

The Mass & Balance Page
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Using the data from your Weight & Balance page the Pad calculates:- Out of Ground Effect (OGE) ceiling- In 
Ground Effect (IGE) ceiling
 
You can use sliders to quickly set up the temperature, elevation and pressure altitude. The Pad calculates:
- Density Altitude
- Maximum Continuous Power (MCP) 
- 5 minute take off power 
- Never Exceed Speed (V ne)- Never Exceed Speed (V ne)
and will display warnings in case a limitation is exceeded.
 
You can also experiment with the all values and nd the corresponding maximum helicopter weight for the 
particular environment.

The Performance Page
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This page is a complete E6B ight 
computer with a new and revolutionary 
graphical user interface. Use the sliders 
to enter basic values like variation, 
deviation, wind velocity and direction 
and the Pad will calculate:

- Calibrated and True Airspeed 
- True and Magnetic Course - True and Magnetic Course 
- Wind Correction Angle (WCA)
- Compass Heading
- Groundspeed
- Flight Time for a specic distance

The Flight Time Page

Here you have access to the helicopter's 
specic data 
- Main and Tail Rotor dimensions 
- Power Plant and Fuel
- Airspeed and other limitations
- Denitions- Change units from US
 gallons / lbs to Kg/Liter.
- Enter your email address and receive a- Enter your email address and receive a
 complete weight and balance report.
 
Whether you are a professional pilot, 
student or ight instructor, we are sure that 
you will benet from the possibilities of this 
revolutionary ight computer.

The Helicopter Page
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The R22 Performance Pad calculates:

- Longitudinal and Lateral Moment 
- Center of Gravity (CG)
- Lateral Moment and CG
- Take Off Weight (TOW)
- Landing Weight (LDW)
- Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW)- Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW)
- Fuel Burned, Fuel Remaining
- Flight Time
- Reserve Time
- Out of Ground Effect (OGE) ceiling
- In Ground Effect (IGE) ceiling
- Max Gross Weights for OGE and IGE
- Maximum Continuous Power (MCP)- Maximum Continuous Power (MCP)
- 5 Minute Takeoff Power
- Never Exceed Speed (V NE)
- Density Altitude (DA)
- ISA conditions at altitude
- True Airspeed (TAS)
- Calibrated Airspeed (CAS)
- True Course (TC)- True Course (TC)
- True Heading (TH)
- Compass Heading (CH)
- Wind Correction Angle (WCA)
- Groundspeed
- Flight Time in Hours and Minutes
 
Conversions Conversions 
- Celsius - Fahrenheit
- Millibar - inch HG 
-Fuel: US Gallons - IMP Gallons - Liters - lbs - kg
-Distance: Nautical Miles, Statute Miles, Kilometers

Specications
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